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Janene Mascarella
Which is stronger: ultra-hold or mega-hold? Janene
Mascarella has the answers to your burning beauty
questions. Besides deeply pondering hairspray holds and
lipstick shades, she's a New York-based beauty and lifestyle
journalist whose work has appeared in The Washington
Post, Cosmopolitan, Self, Glamour, Family Circle, Woman’s
Day, Women's Health and many more. Janene began writing
for BELLA since the launch issue in 2011. She dutifully
dabbed, spritzed, and sprayed her way to the role of BELLA
New York’s Beauty Director—her absolute dream job!
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HAIR DAZE

By Shelley Goodstein
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A BANGIN’ TREND
Easy bangs are going to be one of the biggest trends for summer 2018. It’s a
quick and easy way to freshen up your look. Once you decide to make the cut,
you’ll need to decide what kind of bang will work best with your facial structure.

For sweltering sunny mornings and those perfect but humid
beach days, your new, best beauty friends will be some familiar
accessories from the 1990s to hold back your hair. We saw giant
claw clips back on the runway at the Alexander Wang show
this past season. Not far behind—banana clips and 90s-inspired
wide headbands.

OVAL OR ROUND FACES:
Side-swept bangs work best
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HEART-SHAPED FACES:
Longer textured bangs that can
also be parted in the middle
These throwbacks, still on sale at your corner drugstore, will be key
accessories for keeping your tress not a mess this summer. Here are
my top tips for going old-school to stay cool:
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Shelley Goodstein is the founder and CEO of Hidden
Crown® Hair Extensions. She is also the author of
“Face This: Real Advice from Real Models” and the
popular blog, “A Model's Secrets.” In addition to
serving as a beauty expert on morning shows for ABC
and NBC, the 53-year-old working model with Ford
in the USA, Silver Model Agency in Paris, and Grey
Models in London loves to pass along the secrets and
tricks she learns behind the scenes. Don’t miss her
BELLA exclusive, “Summer Hair Daze,” on page 30.

EFFORTLESS SUMMER STYLE
FOR DINNER AND COCKTAILS
I recommend a sleek low pony with a
simple tied ribbon design. The ribbon
need not be expensive but think of
textures like velvet, gold lame, and
even leather ties. Pair the tied pony
with a beautiful pair of studs or big
gold hoops for an elegant “I’m not
trying that hard” vibe.
LONG FACES:
Retro short
micro

Up the Effort: ⊲
Try a bubble pony
by placing small
elastics down
the length of you
ponytail about 2
inches apart.

⊳ Experiment time: For a temporary test, take inspiration
from the FENDI runway, where we saw clip-in color-dyed
fringe on models Gigi, Kendall, and Kaia Gerber.
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AIDS WALK NEW YORK AND GMHC:

By Kelly Rose Bellucci

AIDS activist and author Vito Russo once said,
“We have to leave a legacy to the generation
of people who will come after us. Remember
that someday, the AIDS crisis will be over. And
when that day has come and gone, there will
be people alive on this earth—gay people and
straight people, black people and white people,
men and women—who will hear the story that
once there was a terrible disease, and that a
brave group of people stood up and fought, and
in some cases died, so that others might live and
be free.”
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In 1981, the United States was presented
with an unfamiliar disease that infected
a group of young gay men in Los
Angeles. What first seemed like an
uncommon strain of pneumonia
would quickly turn out to be
one of the world’s most vicious
epidemics: AIDS.

Before acquiring the name AIDS (acquired
immune deficiency syndrome), the disease
was initially referred to as GRID (gay-related
immune deficiency), based on the group
of individuals it affected. This led to a slew
of problems for the gay community, as
they were not only being shamed, but also
ignored and silenced. The government,
medical community, and general public
failed to recognize the seriousness of the
outbreak, and their lack of action was
devastating. Hospitals began denying
services to those infected with the illness,
and even went as far as placing people in
black garbage bags when they died from
AIDS-related complications. The FDA used
the same method to test AIDS drugs as
they would a simple nasal spray, which
is a 7- to 10-year process.
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Activists and patients began protesting in the
streets as well as organizing advocacy groups to

THE
TRAGEDY THAT
CHANGED LIVES
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AIDS WALK NEW YORK WILL TAKE PLACE
ON MAY 20, 2018. REGISTER FOR FREE
AT NY.AIDSWALK.NET, WHERE YOU CAN
ALSO CREATE A PERSONAL FUNDRAISING
PAGE AND INVITE FRIENDS AND FAMILY
TO SPONSOR YOU.

HEALING WITH HARD WORK, HOPE, AND HEART

BELLA TV

raise awareness. ACT UP (AIDS Coalition to Unleash
Power) was one of the many groups formed during
this time. These brave members traveled near
and far, searching for a cure and fighting for the
respect they deserved.
By 1989, AIDS was reported to be the number one
cause of death for men under age 44, primarily
in New York. In response, ACT UP formed the
National AIDS Treatment Research Agenda with
hopes of finding an adequate drug to help those
battling the disease. With their hard work and
dedication, a breakthrough was made in 1996.
Effective protease inhibitors were developed and
produced, ultimately saving 6,000,000 lives.
Today, although the disease can be controlled, a
cure for AIDS still does not exist.
AN ORGANIZATION WITH OPTIMISM
Throughout any sort of crisis, it is the constant
support and love shown by a community that
provides individuals with hope. There were a
number of important organizations present during
the AIDS crisis of the 1980s, but one in particular
continues to flourish and help people live long and
healthy lives: Gay Men’s Health Crisis (GMHC), the
first HIV and AIDS service in the world.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT GAY MEN'S HEALTH
CRISIS, VISIT GMHC.ORG.
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With a passion for writing and the desire to share her
artistry with others, Kelly Rose Bellucci has been working
with BELLA for a year now. The Long Island native has a love
for beauty and is always looking for new ways to express
her creativity. She has interviewed many accomplished
individuals over the course of her career, and enjoys
exploring the vast array of talents they have to offer. In
this issue, be sure to check out her profile of artist Jessica
Licciardello on pages 82-83, and learn about GMHC and
their annual AIDS Walk NY fundraiser on pages 126-127.

In 1981, a group of prominent gay men gathered in the apartment of writer
and LGBT activist Larry Kramer, passing a hat around to raise money for
AIDS research. Within the next year, GMHC was officially established. The
organization set up the first AIDS hotline, which received more than 100
calls on its opening night. Since then, the organization has sponsored a
number of fundraising events, campaigned to promote safe sex (including
releasing guidelines titled “Healthy Sex Is Great Sex”), and both drafted
and successfully passed New York State’s AIDS-Related Information Bill.
TAKING STEPS TO FIND A CURE
Today, GMHC helps upwards of 13,000 clients a year and has evolved into
a leading resource for people living with HIV or AIDS. The organization
provides an abundance of programs and services for all, including a
“Safety in Housing Program,” which locates secure housing for HIVpositive individuals who are homeless or living in unstable conditions.
Free and confidential HIV testing is also available.
In addition, GMHC coordinated the first AIDS Walk New York in 1986,
which continues to support the efforts of Gay Men’s Health Crisis today.
From 4,500 participants to 890,000, AIDS Walk New York has become
the largest HIV and AIDS fundraiser in the world to take place in a single
day. The event has raised more than $150 million in donations and serves
as a model for other HIV and AIDS walks around the world.
With the faithful support of the community and the growing recognition
of AIDS Walk New York, millions of lives have been saved, and GMHC’s
goal of ending the AIDS epidemic in New York State by 2020 seems
more achievable than ever before.
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NEW
MEXICO
A PLACE TO NOURISH,
HEAL, AND DISCOVER
By Denise Baron
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Constant connectivity leaves us exhausted and
over-stimulated. The mind and body can break
down at an alarming rate, sometimes even leading
us to become ill. As a lifestyle expert and wellness
educator, I’m always on the lookout for exceptional
spa resorts, wellness centers, and Integrative MDs
that epitomize the ethos of “restore, refresh, and
relax,” to recommend to my clients. When this past
year brought a major health challenge to my reality,
my job became my salvation.
To say New Mexico is the “Land of Enchantment”
is an understatement. Ojo Spas provide a natural
healing balance alongside creativity, luxury, superior
staffing, and an intoxicating atmosphere.
The arid terrain is a vast image of sand, dry heat,
and endless horizons, but once you arrive at your
destination, you’ll discover the secret waters flowing
deep beneath.
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DETOX FROM THE HYPER-DRIVEN “NOW” AT
SUNRISE SPRINGS SPA RESORT
Located in the southwestern
desert terrain, Sunrise Springs
Spa Resort is full of hidden
gems and ancient healing,
calming waters, the arts,
and scrumptious food. This
must-visit spa of the Ojos Spa
family is the perfect hideaway
to explore and rediscover
your true self. Indeed, you’ll
leave with a fresh perspective
and the implementation
of new lifestyle tools.
Nestled in the foothills
of the Sangre de Cristo
Mountains, it takes no demand
of self to relax here. This oasis
is located on serene 70-acres of
cottonwood trees. For the final
leg of my recovery, I booked

a two-night stay in a private
casita that transcended my
expectations of casual luxury.
The enhanced rooms offer
local artisan touches and true
southwestern flair. Guests
are given a personal journal
and meditation book rather
than television distractions.
It’s easy to feel right at home
with a French press, heavenly
beds, gas fireplaces, and
plush robes to wear while
strolling the grounds.
A dedicated 20 acres
contains a traditional sweat
lodge, walking meditation
medicine wheel, fitness center,
art studio, saltwater pool,
soaking tubs, integrative

spa, and a greenhouse where
you can learn the benefits of
cultivating herbs and spices.
Plus, there’s the Blue Heron
Restaurant, which features
artistic presentations of
organic food grown on the
spa’s own private Ojo Farm.
During my stay, serenity
was discovered in the many
experiential activities provided.
I began by scheduling an
Ancient Echoes massage
that utilizes various massage
techniques and energy
balancing. More deep
integrative body awareness
came in the guise of a playful
yoga class that redefined the
way I fit inside my own skin.

To integrate my mind/
body balance, I enjoyed a Tai
Chi mixed media class, which
centered the mind with breath
and bodywork and channeled it
through painting. I balanced the
spiritual, mental, physical, and
emotional elements by walking
with an in-house counselor,
Michael, through the medicine
wheel. Afterward, I lay in a
hammock and sipped ginger
tonic near the pond, swaying
my leftover discomforts away.
Sunrise Springs mastered
the five senses approach. The
sounds of trickling hot springs
and sweet birdsong enveloped
a long, overdue sense of peace.
SunriseSprings.OjoSpa.com
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Denise Baron is a global connector and connoisseur of beauty
trends, wellness and health techniques, and astrology. Being
a quintessential Gemini, she refuses to be slotted into one
confining skill set. Her curiosity leads her into adventures around
the world where she can submerge herself into the culture and
learn the nature of their healing and wellness methods. Learn
more about her recent experiences in New Mexico on page 134.
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HAIR DAZE

By Shelley Goodstein

A BANGIN’ TREND
Easy bangs are going to be one of the biggest trends for summer 2018. It’s a
quick and easy way to freshen up your look. Once you decide to make the cut,
you’ll need to decide what kind of bang will work best with your facial structure.

For sweltering sunny mornings and those perfect but humid
beach days, your new, best beauty friends will be some familiar
accessories from the 1990s to hold back your hair. We saw giant
claw clips back on the runway at the Alexander Wang show this
past season. Not far behind—banana clips and 90s-inspired wide
headbands.

OVAL OR ROUND FACES:
Side-swept bangs work best

HEART-SHAPED FACES:
Longer textured bangs that can
also be parted in the middle
These throwbacks, still on sale at your corner drugstore, will be key
accessories for keeping your tress not a mess this summer. Here
are my top tips for going old-school to stay cool:

EFFORTLESS SUMMER STYLE
FOR DINNER AND COCKTAILS
I recommend a sleek low pony with a
simple tied ribbon design. The ribbon
need not be expensive but think of
textures like velvet, gold lame, and
even leather ties. Pair the tied pony
with a beautiful pair of studs or big
gold hoops for an elegant “I’m not
trying that hard” vibe.
LONG FACES:
Retro short
micro

Up the Effort: ⊲
Try a bubble pony
by placing small
elastics down
the length of you
ponytail about 2
inches apart.

⊳ Experiment time: For a temporary test, take inspiration
from the FENDI runway, where we saw clip-in color-dyed
fringe on models Gigi, Kendall, and Kaia Gerber.

SLAM

SUMMER FRIZZ
Tame your tresses by going for a wet and sleek look. Product is the key.
This look was done on Ashley Graham for the launch party of the Sports
Illustrated 2018 Swimsuit Issue in NYC
For added length: Start with damp hair and use either a soft gel or a conditioning
mousse and finish with a glossing spray. Celebrity hair stylist David Lopez used
Hidden Crown Hair Extensions and then wet down the hair. He used Coconut Oil
Gel from IGK Hair to get the look.
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